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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2014024169A1] A cycle (4) comprising a frame (8) comprising at least one longitudinal member (12) which connects a front fork (16)
and a rear fork (20), wherein the front fork (16) supports a front steering wheel.(24) and wherein the rear fork (20) supports at least one rear wheel
(28) of the cycle (4), the rear fork (20) comprising at least one arm (40) which supports the rear wheel (20), the front fork (16) rotatably supporting
a handlebar (32) comprising a pair of semi-handlebars (36). The cycle (4) comprises a towing device (44) detachably joined to said frame (8), said
hand towing device (44) comprising a device body (48) extending from a first to a second end (52, 56), the device body (48) having a gripping
handle (60) and comprising at least one branch (64) at the second end (56), said at least one branch (64) overlapping at least one arm (40) of
the rear fork (20) and ending in a respective attachment portion (68) bent back so as to permit its coupling to at least one semi-handlebar (36),
in the rest configuration the hand towing device (44) being joined to said frame (8) and in a configuration of use the hand towing device (44)
being released from the frame (8) and coupled to the cycle (4) at least by coupling/attachment of the attachment portion (68) to at least one semi-
handlebar (36), wherein the hand towing device (44) is hand deformable so as to be plastically deformed to adapt to the dimensions and shapes of
the frame (8) of the cycle (4), so as to be hand shaped on the frame and follow the shapes thereof, in a non use configuration, and be hand shaped
and coupled to the handlebar in hand towing configuration.
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